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ABSTRACT
Context. The properties of galaxies are known to be affected by their environment, but although galaxies in clusters and groups
have been quite thoroughly investigated, little is known presently on galaxies belonging to filaments of the cosmic web, and on the
properties of the filaments themselves.
Aims. We investigate here the properties of the rich cluster MACS J0717.5+3745 and its extended filament, by analyzing the distribu-
tion and fractions of intra-cluster light (ICL) in the core of this cluster and by trying to detect intra-filament light (IFL) in the filament.
We analyze the galaxy luminosity function (GLF) of the cluster core and of the filament. We also study the orientations of galaxies in
the filament to better constrain the filament properties.
Methods. This work is based on Hubble Space Telescope archive data, both from the Hubble Frontier Fields in the F435W, F606W,
F814W, and F105W bands, and from a mosaic of images in the F606W and F814W bands. The spatial distribution of the ICL is
determined with our new wavelet-based software, DAWIS. The GLFs are extracted in the F606W and F814W bands, with a statistical
subtraction of the background, and fit with Schechter functions. The galaxy orientations in the filaments are estimated with SExtractor
after correction for the Point Spread Function.
Results. We detect a large amount of ICL in the cluster core, but no IFL in the cosmic filament. The fraction of ICL in the core peaks
in the F606W filter before decreasing with wavelength. Though quite noisy, the GLFs in the filament are notably different from those
of field galaxies, with a flatter faint end slope and an excess of bright galaxies. We do not detect a significant alignment of the galaxies
in the filament region that was analyzed.
Key words. Image processing, Galaxies, Galaxy clusters, Photometry
1. Introduction
Already in the early 1980’s, Zeldovich et al. (1982) have pre-
dicted through theoretical models of structure formation that
small fluctuations from the early universe would lead to a dis-
tribution of matter condensed along filaments, sheets and voids.
This resulted in the cosmic web that is now the framework for
cosmology, as e.g. described by Bond et al. (1996). The detec-
tion of filaments is also interesting since, as underlined by Eckert
et al. (2015) they could account for the missing baryons in the
universe. However, it remains difficult to detect cosmic web fil-
aments in real data, as summarized in Libeskind et al. (2018),
who compare twelve different methods to identify and classify
the cosmic web. Weak lensing has been a way to detect fila-
ments between clusters, as shown by Dietrich et al. (2012), in
particular between clusters forming a pair (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2013). The orientations of red galaxies have also been
used as probes of filaments by Rong et al. (2016). Stoica et al.
(2005) and Tempel et al. (2016) built the Bisous filament finder, a
marked point process built to model multi-dimensional patterns,
now publicly available. Another recent approach is the search for
large scale diffuse radio emission, as recently detected by Vacca
et al. (2018), who believe this emission is linked to a large-scale
filament of the cosmic web likely associated with an over-density
traced by nine massive clusters.
The properties of galaxies in filaments have only started
to be investigated a few years ago. Based on the large-
scale HORIZON-AGN hydrodynamical cosmological simula-
tion, Dubois et al. (2014) have found that at 1.2 < z < 1.8
low mass blue star-forming galaxies have a spin preferentially
aligned with their neighbouring filaments, while high mass red
quiescent galaxies tend to have a spin perpendicular to nearby
filaments. They interpret the reorientation of galaxies as due to
galaxy mergers, and find that the mass transition occurs around
3 × 1010 M. Based on simulations, comparable results were
found by Ganeshaiah Veena et al. (2018), who also found that
the transition mass between the two regimes increases with in-
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creasing filament diameter. Wang et al. (2018), instead, found
that the transition mass decreases with increasing redshift.
As far as observational data are concerned, the application
of Bisous to SDSS data also led to several interesting results,
among which we emphasize three. First, Tempel & Libeskind
(2013) found that the minor axes of ellipticals are preferentially
perpendicular to their hosting filaments. Second, Tempel et al.
(2014) published a public catalogue of filaments detected with
Bisous, the longest filaments they detect reaching 60 h−1 Mpc.
Third, Tempel et al. (2015) discovered a statistically significant
alignment between the satellite galaxy position and the filament
axis, the alignment being stronger for the reddest and brightest
central and satellite galaxies.
Based on the SDSS data release 12, Chen et al. (2017) found
results consistent with those based on numerical simulations: red
or high mass galaxies tend to reside closer to filaments than
blue or low mass galaxies. The star formation rate of galaxies
in the outskirts of clusters was also found to be higher (Maha-
jan et al. 2012). Kuutma et al. (2017) investigated the impact of
filament environment on galaxies, quantifying the environment
as the distance to the spine of the nearest filament. They find
an increase of the elliptical to spiral ratio while moving from
voids to filament spines, but they do not detect an increase in the
galaxy stellar mass while approaching filaments. They interpret
their results as due to an increase in the galaxy-galaxy merger
rate and/or to the cutoff of gas supplies near and inside the fila-
ments. This study suggests that cosmic web filaments must have
an impact on galaxy properties. Indeed, Sarron et al. (2019) have
searched for filaments around the clusters detected by the AM-
ASCFI software in the Canada France Hawaii Telescope Legacy
Survey and showed, among other results, that pre-processing in
filaments could occur in galaxy groups located in the filaments.
Galaxy luminosity functions (GLFs) can be an interesting
tool to understand better the properties of galaxies in different
environments. GLFs have been analysed individually for quite a
large number of clusters in a wide range of redshifts these last
decades (Smail et al. 1998; De Lucia et al. 2004; Andreon 2006;
De Lucia et al. 2007; Rudnick et al. 2009; Vulcani et al. 2011;
De Propris et al. 2013; Martinet et al. 2015; Zenteno et al. 2016;
Martinet et al. 2017). They have also been studied in a few very
large samples of clusters, that allow to stack GLFs, and to anal-
yse their variations with cluster mass or redshift, separating red
and blue galaxies, as recently done for example by Ricci et al.
(2018) or Sarron et al. (2018). To our knowledge, GLFs have not
yet been estimated in cosmic filaments, but they are expected
to have properties intermediate between GLFs in dense environ-
ments such as groups or clusters, and GLFs of field galaxies. We
will discuss here the properties of the GLFs in the zones covered
by the filament.
In parallel, the build-up of Intra-Cluster Light (ICL) in the
current hierarchical model of evolution of big structures in the
Universe is another field of interest when looking at cosmic fila-
ments. First mentioned by Zwicky (1951) as he discovered an ex-
tended low surface brightness luminous halo around the Bright-
est Cluster Galaxy (BCG) in the Coma cluster, the ICL has been
a growing field of research through recent years. Numerous stud-
ies have been made to investigate the nature and properties of
this diffuse optical component, and it is now commonly admit-
ted that the ICL is composed of stars that are not gravitationally
bound to any cluster galaxy and are more related to the global
gravitational potential of the cluster.
ICL has been found in nearby galaxy clusters such as the
Virgo cluster (Mihos et al. 2017) or the Coma cluster (Gu et al.
2018; Jiménez-Teja et al. 2019), in the form of an extended lumi-
nous halo centered on the BCG, superposed on a variety of sub-
structures such as straight streams (Mihos et al. 2005), curved
arcs (Trentham & Mobasher 1998), large plumes (Gregg & West
1998) or tidal tails (Krick et al. 2006; Janowiecki et al. 2010).
However, due to the difficulty to quantify their morphological
properties, the studies of such features remain mainly qualita-
tive, as a disclosure of the numerous mechanisms occurring in
the ICL. At intermediate redshifts (0.1 < z < 1), large samples of
galaxy clusters are available, allowing systematic approaches to
quantify the physical properties of the smooth ICL halo (Krick
& Bernstein 2007; Guennou et al. 2012; DeMaio et al. 2018;
Jiménez-Teja et al. 2018; Montes & Trujillo 2018; Zhang et al.
2019). These observational studies have allowed us to accumu-
late knowledge on the ICL under various forms, such as the frac-
tion of ICL in galaxy clusters (from 10 to 50%), its color, ve-
locity, metallicity, and spatial distribution. Observations of ICL
have also been made in high-redshift (z > 1) young galaxy clus-
ters (Adami et al. 2013; Ko & Jee 2018), indicating a correla-
tion between the dynamical evolution of galaxy clusters at early-
times and the evolution of their ICL.
While the presence of ICL in galaxy clusters is not ques-
tioned any more, its formation mechanisms are still under dis-
cussion. Based on numerical simulations, Merritt (1984) showed
that the ICL could form from stars dynamically stripped from
their parent galaxy. Two main processes have been proposed:
tidal stripping by the galaxy cluster gravitational potential (Byrd
& Valtonen 1990), or violent encounters between a pair or a
group of galaxies, leading to the formation of large tidal streams
which then mix into the ICL component (Moore et al. 1996,
1999; Mihos 2004b). Numerical works based on N-body, and hy-
drodynamical cosmological simulations or semi-analytic model
simulations have investigated directly the effect of those forma-
tion mechanisms (Napolitano et al. 2003; Willman et al. 2004;
Murante et al. 2004, 2007; Rudick et al. 2006, 2009; Contini
et al. 2014, 2018). While the literature is overall consistent with
the fact that a large fraction of stars is found in the ICL at z = 0,
and that the mergers and violent interactions between galax-
ies seem to be the main providers of those stars, there are still
great discrepancies among the results, such as the time-period in
which the ICL forms, its formation rate, or the relation between
cluster mass and ICL fraction (Rudick et al. 2011; Tang et al.
2018).
Galaxy clusters are not the only place where diffuse light ma-
terial is created. Sommer-Larsen (2006) showed in hydrodynam-
ical simulations that galaxy groups act like smaller scale galaxy
clusters, producing their own Intra-Group Light (IGL) through
merging processes. This has been confirmed by several observa-
tional studies that found evidence for IGL in groups of galaxies
(Da Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira 2005; Aguerri et al. 2006; Da
Rocha et al. 2008). One could imagine that, since cosmic fila-
ments also seem to feature a significant amount of galaxy-galaxy
mergers (Kuutma et al. 2017), an extended and smooth compo-
nent, the Intra-Filament Light (IFL) could be produced in the
same manner.
A way of increasing the ICL of a galaxy cluster could be
through mergers with galaxy groups. This process has also been
proposed by Mihos (2004a) as a potential source of ICL, as IGL
could be formed in groups falling into bigger structures. In their
work on the formation of ICL through tidal streams, Rudick
et al. (2009) also showed that dynamically cold tidal streams
could be formed through violent galaxy encounters in groups
at early times. In some cases the tidal potential of such groups
would be too weak for the streams to relax into the smooth IGL
component, and the streams would stay still until their galaxy
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group falls into a stronger gravitational potential, to be finally
mixed in the associated ICL. In the current hierarchical model of
large scale structure evolution, such groups featuring large and
bright tidal streams that could become ICL in the future should
be found in cosmic filaments during their infall into galaxy clus-
ters. However, such systems have not been identified yet, due
to the difficulty to detect and characterize both cosmic filaments
and ICL.
MACS J0717.5+3745 (hereafter MACS J0717) is a cluster
at a redshift z=0.5458, known to be the most massive cluster
at z > 0.5, with a mass M200 = 23.6 × 1014 h−170 M (Mar-
tinet et al. 2016). Based on HFF data, Diego et al. (2015) and
Limousin et al. (2016) made a mass reconstruction of the clus-
ter. MACS J0717 is embedded in a very long double filament of
galaxies extending over more than 9 Mpc in total (Ebeling et al.
2004; Kartaltepe et al. 2008; Jauzac et al. 2012; Durret et al.
2016). As already noted by Durret et al. (2016), neither of the
two filaments (that they labeled B and C) is strongly detected in
the X-rays, suggesting that we are probably dealing with cosmic
web filaments linked to the cluster rather than with clusters or
groups merging at large scales. This led us to choose this system
to study for the first time the properties of a large scale filament
that seems to be feeding a massive cluster: the spatial distribution
of the ICL, the galaxy luminosity function (GLF), which will be
compared with that of the cluster itself (Martinet et al. 2017) and
to field galaxy GLFs, and the orientations of the filament galax-
ies. The fact that MACS J0717 is covered by the Hubble Fron-
tier Fields (Lotz et al. 2017) and therefore very deeply observed
with the HST makes it an ideal object to attempt the detection
of diffuse intracluster light (ICL) with our new software, DAWIS
(Detection Algorithm with Wavelets for Intra-cluster light Sur-
veys).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 3 we describe our
analysis of the ICL. In Sect. 4 we present the galaxy luminosity
function in the filament. In Sect. 5 we analyse the orientations
of the galaxies in the filament. All these results are discussed in
Sect. 6.
2. The data
2.1. The Hubble Frontier Fields
MACS J0717 is part of the Hubble Frontier Fields Survey
(HFF)1, the deepest Hubble broadband photometric survey dedi-
cated to galaxy clusters today (ID13498, PI: J.Lotz). Long expo-
sure images of six massive galaxy clusters in the redshift range
0.3 < z < 0.55 and their parallel fields were taken in a two-step
process. Epoch1 of the observing campaign for MACS J0717
took place between 2014 September and 2014 December, while
Epoch2 took place between 2015 February and 2015 March
(Lotz et al. 2017). The optical data were obtained with the Ad-
vanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). The IR channel of the Wide
Field Camera (WFC3/IR) was used to obtain NIR images in four
filters (F105W, F125W, F140W, F160W). Since the main goal
of the paper is the ICL detection, we strategically chose four
HST bands: F435W (UV rest frame, sensitive to star formation
at the cluster redshift), F606W (including the [OII]λ3727 line at
the cluster redshift), F814W (the most sensitive ACS band and
including the [OIII emission lines] at the cluster redshift), and
F105W (including the Hα and [SII] lines at the cluster redshift).
Details on the data reduction can be found in the archive hand-
book2.
1 https://frontierfields.org/meet-the-frontier-fields/macsj0717/
2 https://archive.stsci.edu/pub/hlsp/frontier/
Fig. 1. RGB image of the core of MACS J0717 in the Hubble Fron-
tier Field (F435W, F606W, F814W). The size of the image is 2.8×2.8
arcmin2 (corresponding to ∼ 1 × 1 Mpc2 at the cluster redshift).
Here we retrieve the F105W, F435W, F606W and F814W
images of the core of MACS J0717, and its parallel field from the
public archive3. Two pixel sizes are available, 0.03′′ and 0.06′′.
We choose the 0.06′′ pixel size to increase the sensitivity and
detect low surface brightness objects. The F606W and F814W
filters are chosen to match the HST mosaic filters covering the
filament of MACS J0717 (see Section 2.2), and the F435W and
F105W filters are also retrieved to explore the behaviour of the
ICL in respectively bluer and redder filters. Those images are
used to detect ICL in the core of the MACS J0717 (see Sec-
tion 3.2).
2.2. HST Mosaic
The HFF (see Fig. 1) does not cover the full cosmic filament to
the south-east of MACS J0717 (see Fig. 2). We therefore use an-
other set of HST images obtained between 2005 January 9, and
February 9 with the ACS (GO-10420, PI: Ebeling). This mo-
saic consists in 18 images of pixel size 0.05′′ in the F606W and
F814W filters, and has been used in past works to detect the cos-
mic filament. More details can be found in Jauzac et al. (2012).
This mosaic is used to compute the Galaxy Luminosity Func-
tions (GLF) (see Section 4), to study the orientations of galaxies
(see Section 5) and to look for IFL and tidal streams in the fila-
ment (see Section 3.3). A global view of the mosaic can be seen
in Fig. 2.
3. Intra-cluster light
We describe here our study of intracluster light in MACS J0717
and its filament. We first present our software in Sect. 3.1. We
then apply our method to the HFF data to detect intra-cluster
light (ICL) in the core of MACSJ 0717 in Sect. 3.2. Finally, we
3 https://archive.stsci.edu/pub/hlsp/frontier/macs0717/images/hst/
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1 arcmin
Fig. 2. Full HST mosaic, covering the entire field of MACS J0717 and
its extended filament. The blue ellipse corresponds to region B, the cos-
mic filament area closest to the cluster. The green ellipse corresponds
to region C, the cosmic filament area south-east of the cluster and lo-
cated further. The red and yellow circles are respectively 1 Mpc and
807 kpc radius circles centered on the core of MACSJ 0717. The cyan
and magenta contours show 3σ weak lensing contours from Martinet
et al. (2016). The cyan rectangle is the HFF field-of-view in the optical
filters - see Fig 1 for a zoom on this area.
describe our search for intra-filament light (IFL) under various
forms in the filament of MACS J0717 in Sect. 3.3.
3.1. Presenting DAWIS
The ICL is a very extended and diffuse light source. Numerous
instrumental factors can impact its detection, such as scattered
light in telescopes, flat-fielding uncertainties or background level
estimation. The procedure to constrain these elements is given in
Section 3.2. Other astronomical effects are also difficult to take
into account, and separation of ICL from galaxy light is always
a challenge. In the past decades, different methods have been ap-
plied to perform this kind of analysis: fitting and extraction of
galaxy emission using light profiles (Vilchez-Gomez et al. 1994;
Gonzalez et al. 2005; Jiménez-Teja & Dupke 2016; Jiménez-
Teja et al. 2018, 2019), raw masking of sources with pixel values
greater than an estimated detection threshold (Burke et al. 2012;
DeMaio et al. 2018; Ko & Jee 2018; Montes & Trujillo 2018), or
using wavelet packages to model and remove galaxy light com-
ponents (Adami et al. 2005; Da Rocha & Mendes de Oliveira
2005; Da Rocha et al. 2008; Guennou et al. 2012; Adami et al.
2013).
While every approach has its advantages and disadvantages,
the wavelet one is particularly flexible and efficient to disentan-
gle bright sources from low surface brightness diffuse ones, mak-
ing it exceptionally well adapted to the detection of ICL. Indeed,
contrary to fitting-oriented methods, a wavelet analysis does not
need any prior information to perform detection and modeling of
objects, but on the other hand its adaptability requires extended
CPU-time computing. With this in mind, we create DAWIS (De-
tection Algorithm with Wavelets for Intra-cluster light Surveys),
a highly parallelized wavelet-based detection package created
specially for the detection and study of ICL. DAWIS is optimized
to run on large images faster than regular linear wavelet pack-
ages, in order to process large amounts of data.
In the following sub-sections, we give a global description
of DAWIS, which consists in the wavelet convolution of an astro-
nomical image, the detection of objects in wavelet space, and the
reconstruction of these detected objects. More detailed explana-
tions and tests on simulations can be found in Ellien et al. (in
preparation).
3.1.1. Wavelet convolution
Astronomical images can be hierarchically decomposed: bright
compact sources such as stars or galaxy cores are located in
larger envelopes like star halos or galaxy disks, which are them-
selves enclosed in very large, diffuse low surface brightness
sources such as the ICL. All these objects are projected on the
sky background, the largest component (covering the entire im-
age) setting the surface brightness detection limit. A multi-scale
approach is ideal to disentangle these different luminosity scales
and to study them.
DAWIS is based on Mallat’s à trous wavelet algorithm
(Shensa 1992), which is particularly suited for astronomical im-
ages. It is a fast discrete redundant wavelet transform respect-
ing flux conservation. Going through this algorithm, an image is
convolved in Nlvl wavelet planes, following a multi-scale vision
as described in Bijaoui & Rué (1995). The process is done by
smoothing iteratively Nlvl + 1 times the original image with a
varying B-spline kernel, the difference between two successive
smoothed images giving a wavelet plane. Each wavelet plane
contains features with a characteristic size of 2n pixels, n be-
ing the index of the plane (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...,Nlvl). Small val-
ues of n correspond to bright and compact luminous features,
while greater values correspond to large and low intensity ones,
n = Nlvl corresponding to the large sky background variations.
The maximal number of wavelet planes Nlvl,max you can get for
an image is given by its size which is 2Nlvl,max pixels.
3.1.2. Detection of objects
After a wavelet convolution, astronomical objects are decom-
posed in several features through the different wavelet planes.
In each plane, we apply a thresholding to determine what are the
statistically significant pixels composing these features. Noise
representation in wavelet space is an important attribute of this
approach. Indeed, the result of a wavelet convolution of Gaus-
sian noise is also Gaussian noise, but with a shift in intensity
depending on n. Astronomical noise is strongly dominated by
small characteristic size variations, and the first wavelet plane
noise (n = 0) is basically high intensity pixel-to-pixel noise. The
noise intensity falls drastically with increasing n, revealing as-
tronomical objects. This means that in large n wavelet planes,
extended and low surface brightness features are easily identi-
fied because of greatly reduced background noise.
The detection threshold is estimated in each wavelet plane
separately: a standard deviation of the intensity, σn, is computed
using a 3σ clipping algorithm, and the significant pixels are set
to have intensity values higher than kσn. This threshold is dif-
ferent for each wavelet plane, but the same value k is applied
everywhere, and we will refer from now on to these different
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thresholds as kσw, the detection threshold in the wavelet space
(usually 3σw or 5σw).
After thresholding, the significant pixels are grouped in re-
gions using scale-by-scale segmentation. We then create inter-
scale trees by linking together significant regions from different
planes by looking at their spatial distribution. Trees with con-
nected regions from at least three different planes are recognized
as valid representations of astronomical objects in the wavelet
space.
3.1.3. Reconstruction of objects
For each detected inter-scale tree, the region with the highest
pixel value is set as the main region. The information from this
region, and every region of the tree that belongs to smaller n
planes, is used to reconstruct the object in real space, using a
conjugate gradient algorithm (Starck et al. 1998). All the recon-
structed objects are then inserted in a single image that we call
the ‘reconstructed image’. A residual image is produced by sub-
tracting the reconstructed image from the original astronomical
one. We refer from now on to the full process of wavelet convolu-
tion, detection in wavelet space, reconstruction of every detected
object, and computation of reconstructed and residual images as
a ‘run’.
The fact that only information from the main region, and
regions with smaller indexes, are used to reconstruct an object
means that DAWIS detects and reconstructs in priority bright and
compact sources. Many low surface brightness sources can be
missed in this way and are found in the residual image. In that
case, a second DAWIS run can be applied to this residual image.
Objects that have not been detected in the first run are then de-
tected, reconstructed, and subtracted from the first residual im-
age, producing a second residual image. This iterative process
can be generalized to N runs if needed. For example, the number
of runs can be pushed to 8 to create masks (see Section 3.2.3).
3.2. ICL in the core of MACS J0717
Here we describe the data processing applied to the HFF im-
ages in order to quantify the contribution of ICL in the core of
MACS J0717 to the total luminosity budget.
3.2.1. Background estimation
An accurate estimation of the sky background is essential to the
study of low surface brightness features, as the subtraction of
the non-uniform background could erase significant signal. The
task is particularly complicated if those features are extended
over large areas, since a classical global estimation of the sky
background is contaminated by the light of diffuse sources. In
the case of the HFF images, the Field-of-View (FoV) is smaller
than the actual size of MACS J0717 and the ICL might cover a
large portion of it (potentially the full image). More sophisticated
methods of background estimation are then necessary (DeMaio
et al. 2018; Ko & Jee 2018; Montes & Trujillo 2018).
For the HFF data, we take advantage of the deep parallel
fields available (Lotz et al. 2017), and use them to compute the
sky background. The HFF parallel fields are pointed at a single
target distant by ∼6 arcmin from the galaxy cluster core (equiv-
alent to ∼2.2 Mpc at the redshift of MACS J0717), in a region
covering the galaxy field. This is far enough from the cluster
centre to avoid large ICL contribution, and should provide a fair
estimation of the sky background.
In the HFF images, the subtraction of a constant sky back-
ground was performed during the data reduction. In order to get
rid of negative pixel values which DAWIS cannot deal with, we
add a constant to every image we process during this work, and
remove it from the output images at the end of the wavelet pro-
cessing. For each band we create ∼50 random circular regions of
radius 3.6′′, covering the entire parallel field. This size is chosen
to be larger than typical field galaxies, but small enough to avoid
the large scale background variations. For each region, we use
a 3σ clipping algorithm to estimate a standard deviation of the
pixel values, which allows us to remove the bright sources that
can be found above the average intensity level in some of them.
Then we once again apply a 3σ clipping algorithm, but this time
on the values of the standard deviation for all regions, removing
outliers. The final value obtained is the global standard devia-
tion σbkg. We insist here on the fact that σbkg is different from
σw. The latter is computed in the wavelet space and used to de-
tect objects before they are reconstructed (See Section 3.1.2),
while σbkg is used to compute the detection threshold in the fi-
nal residual map after all of the wavelet processes are done. The
3σbkg and 5σbkg detection thresholds for each filter are given in
Table 1.
3.2.2. Point Spread Function
The Point Spread Function (PSF) is the generic term used to
characterize the response of an instrument, telescope or detec-
tor, to a point-like source, and is the combination of a variety of
effects such as the diffraction pattern induced by the telescope
aperture, optical aberrations, scattered light within the instru-
ment, and atmospheric turbulence, resulting in a blurring of the
source image. While we observe this deformation, the variety of
these effects and their different origins make it difficult to esti-
mate or model them accurately, and each instrument needs spe-
cific study and characterization of its PSF.
We measure the PSF on bright non-saturated stars. While the
inner part is by far the most luminous one, the wings are also im-
portant. They can be a source of contamination for low surface
brightness features (Sandin 2014, 2015), bringing light from the
inner parts of galaxies to their outer halo and modifying their
colour properties and luminosity profile at large radius (Capacci-
oli & de Vaucouleurs 1983; de Jong 2008; Trujillo & Fliri 2016).
This effect impacts the ICL too, since light from galaxies can be
artificially brought to the inter-galactic medium, simulating flux
emitted by diffuse low surface brightness sources and polluting
real ICL light.
Correcting an astronomical image for PSF effects is not an
easy task, as PSF properties depend on e.g. wavelength, spa-
tial position on the image, and exposure time. Consequently, the
PSF of a science image is usually measured empirically, with
tools like PSFEx (Bertin 2011, 2013). This method estimates
the PSF directly from stars in the science image by stacking
them, and can measure the PSF accurately up to radial distances
of a few arcseconds. Other stacking methods to increase the
signal-to-noise of the PSF wings have been used in some works
(Janowiecki et al. 2010; Karabal et al. 2017; DeMaio et al. 2018),
but require numerous stars and a specific observation strategy to
avoid saturation.
In our case, the small field of view of the HFF images
strongly reduces the number of stars available for PSF measure-
ments. For this reason, we choose to use TinyTim, a modelling
tool that has been created to provide PSFs for all the instru-
ments and observation modes of the HST (Krist et al. 2011).
TinyTim takes into account many factors for the making of the
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Table 1.Detection threshold and ICL fractions computed for each of the four filters of the HFF. The thresholds are used to create the ICL maps from
the residual images (see Fig, 5). The fractions are computed from the ICL maps and the reconstructed images in the four filters (see Section 3.2.4)
within the radius that is indicated for each filter. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval computed from bootstrap resampling (see
text for details). The radii are the same as in Jiménez-Teja et al. (2019) for comparison purposes.
HFF F435W F606W F814W F105W
3σbkg (mag.arcsec−2) 29.89 29.96 30.03 29.97
5σbkg (mag.arcsec−2) 29.34 29.41 29.50 29.41
Radius (kpc) 275.3 562.5 421.5 FoV
fICL(%) 2.48+0.19−0.20 24.43
+3.37
−1.71 16.10
+1.03
−1.03 13.22
+1.76
−1.49
PSF, such as aberrations, time-dependent focus or geometric dis-
tortions (more details are available in the TinyTim User’s Guide
available on the project website4).
We create a master PSF for each of the F435W, F606W,
F814W and F105W filters of the HFF. Since the PSF size is not
the same for each filter, we homogenize the process and create
PSFs within a radius r ∼ 19.5′′. This is the maximum possible
size for F435W with TinyTim, and is the smallest of all four fil-
ters. The PSFs are then rotated to match the camera angle, and
re-sampled to the pixel size of the HFF images (0.06′′). The im-
ages are then deconvolved from the PSF with a Richardson-Lucy
algorithm (Richardson 1972; Lucy 1974).
3.2.3. Masking and wavelet processing
Bright foreground stars are a major problem, as DAWIS cannot
reconstruct them properly, making the masking of these objects
mandatory before applying any wavelet process. Otherwise, the
strong signal of these objects is found everywhere in the wavelet
convolution, contaminating every scale and preventing any type
of reliable detection and reconstruction of objects. While the
PSF deconvolution is helping in this instance by removing most
of the bright components, a few obvious star residuals remain,
due to the fact that we did not take into account every variable
while computing the PSF with TinyTim, such as spatial varia-
tion on the image.
Here the meaning of the term ‘mask’ is a bit ambiguous, as
we do not simply set values covered by the mask either to 0 or to
NaN values. Indeed, the wavelet convolution requires a value for
each pixel of the image (making the use of NaN values prohib-
ited), and large regions of 0 values would interact strangely with
other features of the image, creating artifacts and ghost objects.
Since wavelets act as filters in the Fourier space, we replace the
values of the masked pixels by random Gaussian noise values,
using σbkg, and the same mean value of standard deviation that
we computed in section 3.2.1. The underlying idea is that a mask
for a wavelet convolution is a region for which you do not want
any correlation with the rest of the image - which is by definition
Gaussian noise.
Other sources that are sometimes bringing additional compli-
cations are very large foreground elliptical galaxies. The cores of
those objects are several orders of magnitude brighter than their
halos, making the two components hard to recognize as a single
object from the wavelet perspective. For elliptical galaxies at the
cluster redshift, the tricky part is to determine at what point the
light stops belonging to the galaxy, and starts becoming ICL, but
the wavelet convolution is very efficient in decoupling the two
components, as they belong to two different luminosity scales.
However, for foreground galaxies, this becomes a problem if the
luminosity of such a halo merges perfectly with the ICL, both
4 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/focus/TinyTim
covering the same ranges of surface brightness, as a result of
the foreground galaxy being closer to us. In such cases, it is al-
most impossible to determine the real origin of the light at large
radius, and DAWIS cannot differentiate the external parts of this
halo from ICL.
In the case of MACS J0717, a very large and bright fore-
ground galaxy is situated close to the BCG in the projected sky
plane (see Fig. 1, the large yellow elliptical galaxy in the bot-
tom left corner), and the light emitted by this galaxy occupies a
very large part of the image. Here we dedicate a specific wavelet
treatment to this object. We extract a patch around the galaxy
enclosing the full halo and its low surface brightness parts, and
run DAWIS in a mode where we only reconstruct detected objects
that are centered on the galaxy itself. The idea is to model the
galaxy light profile down to very low surface brightness (ICL-
like scales), and to remove it from the original FF image, be-
fore applying DAWIS to the whole field. We push the number of
wavelet detections, reconstructions and subtractions up to ∼5-8
consecutive runs (depending on the filter), in order to model pre-
cisely and remove as much light as possible, and obtain a map
of residuals of mean and standard deviation comparable to the
background computed in 3.2.1.
There are two downsides to this method. The first one is that
the external parts of the luminosity profile detected and modeled
by DAWIS for this galaxy could be amplified by ICL belonging to
MACS J0717. However, we prefer to slightly over-subtract the
ICL of MACS J0717 than to have this strong source of contam-
ination in the results of our study. The second downside is that
the extraction of the profile is time-consuming, considering we
are running DAWIS several times for a single galaxy, so such a
treatment should be restricted to critical cases such as this one.
Once all problematic objects or residuals have been masked
or removed, the core wavelet processing of the whole field can
start. In order to save some computer time, we re-sample every
image to a 0.24′′ per pixel scale, which is a flux conservative
process. We then apply the following wavelet process to the four
filters (F435W, F606W, F814W, and F105W) of the HFF.
1. A first run of DAWIS with a very high wavelet detection
threshold (k = 10) and a small convolution kernel (Nlvl=6,
corresponding to a characteristic object size of 64 pixels),
in order to detect bulges and other very bright and local-
ized sources. The wavelet planes of the F814W image can
be found in Fig. 3 as an example illustrating this step;
2. A second run of DAWIS with a lower wavelet detection
threshold (k = 5) and a larger kernel (Nlvl=7, correspond-
ing to a characteristic object size of 128 pixels), in order to
detect disks and outer halos of galaxies;
3. A third run with an even lower detection threshold (k = 3)
and with Nlvl=9 (the maximum value given the size of the
images), which gives a characteristic object size of 512 pix-
els. Extended halos that have been missed in the second run
can be detected this way.
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A complete reconstructed image of every object detected by
DAWIS can be created by stacking the reconstructed images of the
three runs (see Fig. 4). There is an excellent agreement between
the original and reconstructed images, which demonstrates the
ability of DAWIS to separate compact objects (such as galaxies)
from more extended sources (the ICL) that remain in the residual
image.
3.2.4. Results
To create the ICL maps in the HFF, we choose to use the resid-
ual images after the three DAWIS runs. For each filter, we at-
tribute pixels in the residual maps with a value above 3σbkg to the
ICL (σbkg is the global standard deviation of the sky background
computed in 3.2.1). The final ICL maps are given in Fig. 5, show-
ing 3σbkg and 5σbkg contours.
The spatial distribution on the projected sky of the ICL in
each filter is consistent with previous works on MACS J0717
such as in Morishita et al. (2017) (see their Figure 2) or in
Montes & Trujillo (2019) (see their Figure 3). The fact that the
morphology of the ICL differs from one filter to another is in-
teresting, as it indicates the presence of different populations of
stars in the ICL.
We retrieve galaxy spectroscopic redshifts from the NASA
Extragalactic Database5 (NED) and select only galaxies in the
FoV of the HFF and with 0.53 < zspec < 0.56, assuming galax-
ies in this range of redshift are associated with MACS J0717.
We add the position of the spectroscopically confirmed cluster
member galaxies on the residual maps. We note that while this
galaxy catalogue is good for representation, it is far from being
complete. Instead, we use the red sequence (RS) computed in
Section 4 to compute ICL fractions in each band:
fICL =
FICL
Fgal + FICL
where FICL is the integrated flux of ICL, and Fgal the integrated
flux of the galaxies belonging to MACS J0717. FICL is obtained
by summing the pixel values with values greater that 3σbkg in
the ICL maps, and Fgal by summing the pixel values of the RS
galaxy profiles in the reconstructed images. In order to compare
our approach with recent works, we measure the ICL fractions
in the same radii centered on the BCG than in Jiménez-Teja et al.
(2019). The computed ICL fractions can be found in Table 1.
The errors on the ICL fraction are computed with a boot-
strap on the values of the pixels of the galaxies and of the pixels
of the ICL. For each filter, we create a sample with all the pix-
els belonging to RS galaxies of the reconstructed image, and a
sample with all the ICL pixels of the residual image. We draw
N = 10000 sub-samples randomly from each sample, allowing
the same pixel value to be drawn multiple times. We then com-
pute the given ICL fraction for each sub-sample which gives N
values of ICL fractions for each filter. The errors on the true
ICL fraction value are then estimated by computing a 95% con-
fidence interval on the sub-sample values.
We find ICL fractions in good agreement with the ones in
Jiménez-Teja et al. (2019) in the F606W and F814W filters. Our
fraction in the F435W filter differs significantly (we find a value
of 2.5% compared to their value of 7.22%), which can be due
to a number of differences in the data processing, since the sky
level is computed differently in both studies, and to the fact that
these authors used a different analysis package CICLE (CHEFs
5 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
Intracluster Light Estimator; Jiménez-Teja & Dupke 2016) to ex-
tract and remove galaxy light profiles. In the case of F105W (not
analysed by Jiménez-Teja et al. (2019)), we simply integrated
the whole FoV to compute the fraction. We find that the fraction
of ICL is peaking in the blue F606W filter before decreasing
progressively in the F814W and F105W filters as it gets redder.
3.3. Detection of IFL in the filament
In this section, we look for IFL in the regions corresponding
to the filament of MACS J0717 (regions B and C, see Fig. 2
for a global view of the system). We first investigate if we de-
tect a global diffuse component in the filament, as in the core of
MACS J0717, then we look at perturbed systems of galaxies in
the filament presenting evident tidal streams.
3.3.1. Detection of diffuse sources
Since the HST mosaic is not as deep as the HFF, we test the fea-
sibility of the detection of ICL in those images. For this, we try
to re-detect in the corresponding HST images the ICL previously
found in the core of MACS J0717 (see Section 3.2). After bin-
ning the image from 0.05′′ to 0.24′′ per pixel, the stars and the
foreground galaxy are masked by hand. We do not deconvolve
the image by the PSF, since the result is not used in any way
other than testing the detection limit of the mosaic. Contrary to
the HFF, there is no parallel field to compute the sky background
level, but since we now know the spatial distribution of the ICL,
we use the same method as in Section 3.2.1. This time though,
the regions are created directly in the image used for the detec-
tion, avoiding the areas where ICL is detected in the HFF. We
then run exactly the same wavelet process as in Section 3.2.3 on
the whole image. This gives a 3σbkg detection threshold of 28.54
mag.arcsec−2 for the F814W image, and 27.59 mag.arcsec−2 for
the F606W image.
The test is not conclusive in the case of the F606W image
which is too shallow to reach the surface brightness level neces-
sary to detect ICL, and as the residual image shows many factors
of contamination due to flat-fielding uncertainties. In the F814W
residual image though, we are able to detect once again ICL in
the core of MACS J0717 (see Fig. 6), meaning that the mosaic
in the F814W filter is deep enough to detect large sources of
equivalent surface brightness that could be associated to IFL in
the filament. We apply the same process to every image of the
HST mosaic covering parts of the filament in the F814W filter.
If possible, the background regions are created in areas outside
of the contours demarcating regions B and C shown in Fig. 2. If
not, they are created at random positions in the image.
We do not detect any significant source of light that could be
associated to IFL, as the residual maps mostly contain noise, flat-
field uncertainties and wavelet residuals. This is not really sur-
prising, as strong diffuse light features are associated to galaxy
clusters or groups (respectively ICL and IGL) and are believed
to be formed through many galaxy-galaxy gravitational inter-
actions such as mergers. This absence of IFL detection seems
to confirm this formation scenario, as cosmic filaments do not
undergo as many gravitational interactions as galaxy groups or
clusters (in our case, interactions are not sufficient to create an
amount of IFL equivalent to the amount of ICL in the core of
MACS J0717).
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Fig. 3. Wavelet planes of the first run of DAWIS on the F814W image. There are six planes, corresponding to maximum characteristic object sizes
of 64 pixels. As the level of the plane increases, the size of sources becomes larger and their intensity decreases. When the thresholding is done,
the negative coefficients are simply ignored.
3.3.2. Detection of tidal streams
In parallel, we look for tidal streams in the cosmic filament of
MACS J0717, as simulations have shown that significant por-
tions of ICL could be formed in such structures (Rudick et al.
2009). The detection of tidal streams is a tricky task due to their
various morphologies, and while some could be found in the
DAWIS residual images, we can’t really differentiate them from
wavelet residuals and artifacts. We choose instead to detect the
presence of candidate tidal streams by visually inspecting every
image of the HST mosaic. The work in this section is only qual-
itative and meant to be a complement to the study of the ICL in
the core of MACS J0717, and a pinpoint for future studies.
We look first at every galaxy with a spectroscopic redshift in
the range [0.53,0.56], then at every galaxy of the RS computed in
Section 4. The criteria used to determine the tidal stream candi-
dates are the following: i) presence of several galaxies with close
positions on the projected sky plane; ii) signs of very disturbed
galaxy morphology; iii) presence of low surface brightness fea-
tures such as tidal streams or arcs associated with these galaxies.
Several inspections were independently done by different per-
sons of our group before comparing the results and picking the
candidates.
In the whole mosaic we find only one system matching these
criteria, in region B of the filament, and selected from the spec-
troscopic redshift catalogue. The system is composed of three
interacting galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts, presenting ob-
vious signs of tidal stripping, such as a linear stream, an arc, and
a diffuse envelope around the core of the galaxies (see Fig, 7).
This system resides within the weak lensing contours of Martinet
et al. (2016) (see Fig. 2), indicating that it belongs to a massive
substructure, such as a galaxy group embedded in the cosmic fil-
ament (see also Sections 4 and 5), and producing its own IGL
through tidal streams. The fact that the only system of galaxies
presenting obvious tidal streams in the whole cosmic filament
seems to actually belong to this galaxy group suggests that the
creation of IFL through galaxy-galaxy mergers directly in the fil-
ament (e.g. outside of a massive sub-structure) is not possible, at
least not in a significant way.
4. Galaxy luminosity functions
This section aims at better understanding the distribution of
galaxy luminosities within filaments. This is done by measur-
ing the galaxy luminosity functions (GLFs) in the structures sur-
rounding MACS J0717 and comparing them with the cluster and
field GLFs.
4.1. Computing GLFs
The building of the GLFs follows that of Martinet et al. (2017)
and we refer the reader to this paper for a detailed description of
each step. Here we only recall the salient points of the analysis
and those which differ from the mentioned study.
The detection of objects is made individually on each im-
age of the HST mosaic with the SExtractor software (Bertin
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Fig. 4. Left column: original HFF images in the four filters after PSF deconvolution and masking of star residuals and of the large foreground
galaxy. Right column: Stacked images of objects detected and reconstructed by three runs of DAWIS. The F105W residual map is smaller as a
result of the WFC3 field of view being smaller than the ACS one, and has been scaled to the other ones in consequence.
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Fig. 5. Surface brightness maps of the residuals after wavelet processing by DAWIS in each band. The orange contours show 3σbkg detection and
the red ones 5σbkg. The white dots show the galaxies in the cluster redshift range (0.53 < z < 0.56). From top to bottom and left to right : F435W,
F606W, F814W, F105W. The F105W residual map is smaller as a result of the WFC3 field of view being smaller than the ACS one, and has been
scaled to the other ones in consequence. The contours are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of σ=5 for the map to be readable.
& Arnouts 1996), and the catalogs are then concatenated in a
single catalog for each band. Because the cluster core and the
mosaic covering the filament were observed at different epochs
and with different observing strategies, the astrometry between
the two sets of images does not match with a sufficient accu-
racy. This results in some objects in the overlapping area be-
tween these images being detected several times. For each of
these objects we discard the lowest signal-to-noise detection ap-
plying a matching of objects in separation, magnitude, and sur-
face brightness, in the mentioned area. Due to the same astro-
metric issue, the detection is made independently in the F814W
and F606W bands, contrary to Martinet et al. (2017) where we
used the double image mode of SExtractor to measure the flux
in the F606W filter in the same apertures as those detected in
the F814W filter. In the present study, the two catalogs are then
cross-matched in a closest neighbor approach, with a maximum
separation of 2 arcsec. We also discard spurious or contaminated
detections using hand-made masks around bright saturated stars
and on noisy image edges. All the magnitudes discussed here-
after correspond to SExtractor MAG_AUTO measurements.
Galaxies are then separated from stars based on a maximum
surface brightness versus magnitude diagram, in the F814W fil-
ter up to magnitude 25.
We select RS galaxies in a color magnitude diagram through
an iterative process. We first consider a broad RS centered on the
F814W−F606W color of elliptical galaxies at the cluster redshift
applying prescriptions from Fukugita et al. (1995). The RS is
then refined with a linear fit to the selected galaxies by fixing the
slope to −0.0436, which has been shown to be a constant value
for clusters in this redshift range (Durret et al. 2011). The final
width of the RS is set to ±0.3 in color.
We subtract field galaxies in apparent magnitude after ap-
plying the same RS color cut as that of the cluster galaxies and
normalizing both cluster and field galaxy counts to 1 deg2. The
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Fig. 6. Close-up on the ICL in the core of MACS J0717 in the HST
mosaic F814W image. The stars and the large foreground galaxy are
masked by hand (the external halo of the galaxy is still visible here),
and the same wavelet processing than for the HFF has been applied. The
contours show the 3σbkg detection limit. Part of the ICL contribution
is detected in this image, showcasing the fact that this mosaic is deep
enough to detect the brightest component of the ICL.
Fig. 7. Close-up on the disturbed system of galaxies in the region B of
the cosmic filament. Left: F814W filter, right: F606W filter. The red cir-
cles mark galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts in the range [0.53,0.56].
sample of field galaxies we used is that of Martinet et al. (2017),
which corresponds to a subarea of ∼ 0.05 deg2 of the COSMOS
survey6 re-analysed by the 3D-HST team (Brammer et al. 2012;
Skelton et al. 2014), and for which we applied the same detection
setup as in the present study.
We compute restframe absolute magnitudes for RS galax-
ies by applying the distance modulus at the cluster redshift and
a constant k-correction for all galaxies. This assumes that RS
galaxies lie at the same redshift and have identical colors, which
is a generally good approximation for RS galaxies (see e.g. Mar-
tinet et al. 2017). The k-correction is computed as the mean
over a series of early-type spectral energy distribution templates
in a ±0.05 redshift range around the cluster redshift using the
LePhare software (Arnouts et al. 1999; Ilbert et al. 2006).
The last steps assume that galaxies in the filaments also lie
in the cluster RS, an assumption that will be discussed when
interpreting the results. We note that in the present study it is not
possible to consider photometric redshifts, since we only have
two optical bands in the region covered by the filament.
6 http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/
Each magnitude bin is assigned an error bar which corre-
sponds to the quadratic sum of the Poisson errors on the field,
and on the cluster or filament counts. Given the very deep im-
ages of MACS J0717, the completeness limit is set by the depth
of the COSMOS field galaxies, determined from their magnitude
histogram. These limits correspond to a magnitude of 26 in both
F814W and F606W filters.
Finally, we fit Schechter functions (Schechter 1976) to the
GLFs:
N(M) = 0.4 ln(10)φ∗[100.4(M
∗−M)](α+1) exp(−100.4(M∗−M)), (1)
constraining the three following parameters: the slope of the
faint end α, the characteristic magnitude of the bending M∗, and
the normalization φ∗. The fit is performed via a χ2 minimization.
4.2. Red sequence GLFs
We compute the GLFs in six different subareas of the HST mo-
saic. First, we study the GLF in a region within a 807 kpc radius
from the cluster center. This is the same area as the one studied in
Martinet et al. (2017) for the same cluster with HST data, and we
study it here to verify that our analysis is consistent with previ-
ous ones. Second, we measure the GLFs in the 3σ weak lensing
(WL) contours shown in Fig. 2 (as in Martinet et al. (2016)).
These contours correspond to the total overdensity, both lumi-
nous and dark matter, as probed by the lensing of background
sources by the gravitational potential of the foreground struc-
tures. Martinet et al. (2016) reported an almost 11σ detection of
the cluster itself and a ∼ 8σ detection of a filamentary structure
to the southeast from Subaru/Suprime-Cam images, which was
also detected in the WL analysis of the HST mosaic used in the
present paper (Jauzac et al. 2012). Finally, we compute the GLFs
in a 1 Mpc radius centered on the cluster, and in two ellipses
defined from the overdensities of luminous RS galaxies after fil-
tering the galaxy density field with a Gaussian kernel. The latter
areas are defined in Fig. 2 (labelled as ‘filament B’ and ‘filament
C’ in Figure 5 of Durret et al. (2016). We note that the filament
detected from WL is included in ‘filament B’, and that ‘filament
C’, lying to the south of the previous structure, is only weakly
detected with lensing compared to the other structures (the 3σ
detections in Martinet et al. 2016).
The RS GLFs for the six different areas are presented in
Fig. 8, in the F814W and F606W bands, and the parameters of
the Schechter fits are summarized in Table 2. The different sub-
areas are populated with 1127, 735, and 1035 RS galaxies for
“Cluster 1Mpc”, “Cluster 807kpc”, and “Cluster WL” respec-
tively, and with 254, 1640, and 1423 galaxies within the RS
color cut for “Filament WL”, “Filament B”, and “Filament C”
respectively. The GLFs are however normalized to 1 deg2. Since
we have only two optical bands, we assume that the RS cut is a
good selection of galaxies lying at the cluster redshift. We will
relax this assumption later in this section.
We first compare the results of the RS GLF computed in the
807 kpc radius with those of Martinet et al. (2017) for the same
cluster. We find a perfect agreement between the two studies in
both bands. Quantitatively, we find faint end slopes α = −0.80±
0.07 and α = −1.08 ± 0.09 in F814W and F606W, respectively,
while Martinet et al. (2017) found α = −0.84 ± 0.44 and α =
−1.11 ± 0.51. Although the values are almost identical, we note
the tremendous gain in precision, explained by the extension of
the fit to galaxies almost 4 magnitudes fainter.
The GLF in the cluster WL contours is almost identical to
that of the inner part of the cluster, showing that more complex
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Fig. 8. Red sequence GLFs in the F814W (left) and F606W (right) filters
. Top shows the GLFs centered on the cluster in a 807 kpc radius (yellow), of the cluster WL contours (violet), and of the
southeastern filament WL contours (cyan). Bottom shows GLFs centered on the cluster in a 1 Mpc radius (violet), and in the
optically detected filaments B (cyan) and C (yellow). The different curves are the Schechter fit to the data, and the parameters of
the fit are displayed in the same color. In both plots the black curve corresponds to the GLF that we would observe if we were
selecting field galaxies and wrongly assume that they lie at the cluster redshift. The black vertical line corresponds to the
completeness magnitude limit.
Table 2. Schechter fit parameters for RS GLFs for the six different areas. α, M∗, and φ∗ correspond to the faint end slope, the characteristic
magnitude, and the normalization, respectively.
F814W F606W
α M∗ φ∗ α M∗ φ∗
(dimensionless) (mag) (galaxies.deg−2) (dimensionless) (mag) (galaxies.deg−2)
Cluster 807 kpc −0.80 ± 0.07 −22.27 ± 0.19 18242 ± 2938 −1.08 ± 0.09 −22.38 ± 0.31 10574 ± 3128
Cluster 1000 kpc −0.84 ± 0.06 −22.23 ± 0.17 14632 ± 2191 −1.00 ± 0.09 −22.13 ± 0.24 10978 ± 2612
Cluster WL −0.87 ± 0.05 −22.20 ± 0.15 21147 ± 2881 −0.97 ± 0.06 −21.93 ± 0.15 18371 ± 2658
Filament WL −0.95 ± 0.17 −22.67 ± 0.67 9262 ± 4873 −0.84 ± 0.25 −21.93 ± 0.57 12187 ± 6414
Filament B −1.06 ± 0.06 −22.83 ± 0.19 4922 ± 1037 −1.03 ± 0.11 −22.32 ± 0.31 5732 ± 1742
Filament C −1.32 ± 0.07 −23.75 ± 0.68 1271 ± 638 −1.44 ± 0.11 −23.46 ± 0.72 926 ± 669
extended contours defined by WL are probing the same galaxy
population as that of the cluster core. In the WL contours of the
filamentary structure, we note a drop in the galaxy density but
the shape of the GLF remains the same. This last result is a hint
that the structure selected through its lensing effect is probably
a pre-processed group, embedded in the filament, which already
contains a RS, and is falling onto the cluster. Although we do
not know what a filament GLF looks like, we expect it to lie
somewhere between the field and cluster GLFs. We also show
the GLFs of field galaxies with the same color selection as the
RS, and assuming they lie at the cluster redshift. This last as-
sumption is false but allows us to see what the RS GLF would
look like if we misinterpret a field region for a filament. We see
that it would give rise to a lower bright galaxy density and to a
steeper faint end than what is observed in this potential group
of galaxies. The results in the F606W filter for the WL-defined
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structures are very similar to those in the F814W filter, with a
slightly lower number of bright galaxies above the field.
We now look at look at the GLFs defined within the optical
contours of Durret et al. (2016). The cluster in a 1 Mpc radius
presents a typical GLF for that redshift, in good agreement with
those computed both in a 807 kpc radius, and within the WL
contours. The GLF in filament B shows a lower density than that
within the WL contours, but also a slight steepening of the faint
end, intermediate between the cluster and field behaviors in the
F814W filter. This comforts us in our interpretation of the ex-
tended structure detected in the optical being a filament with a
WL-detected overdensity corresponding to a group within the
filament. Filament C has an even steeper faint end, very close to
what we would get if it was made of field galaxies, but with a
significant overdensity at the bright end in F814W. The results
are similar in F606W, although the bright overdensity is less pro-
nounced for filament B, and filament C shows no difference from
the case where we select red field galaxies. It is therefore possi-
ble that filament C does not correspond to a filament but more
probably just to a few red bright galaxies superimposed on the
field, a hypothesis which is also suggested by its low WL de-
tection. The differences between the F606W and F814W bands
can be understood considering the restframe wavelength that is
probed. At a redshift of z = 0.5458, the F606W filter corresponds
to the rest frame blue band, and the absence of bright galaxies
in this filter highlights a low star-forming efficiency in the fila-
mentary structures. In F814W however, we observe rest frame
wavelengths corresponding to the g and r filters, and see passive
galaxies that populate the cluster RS.
Since we know that the RS may not be a good way of select-
ing filament galaxies, e.g. because they could correspond to field
galaxies which should not lie at the cluster redshift, we also com-
pute GLFs for all galaxies in apparent magnitudes, in F814W
and F606W. The results (see Fig. 9) are very similar to what we
find with the RS GLFs but with larger error bars due to a larger
dilution by field galaxies. The disappearance of bright galaxies
from F814W to F606W remains for filament B, and filament C
shows no significant overdensity of bright galaxies in any band
compared to the field.
What comes out of this study is that filament B shows a GLF
between that of a cluster and that of the field, with an embed-
ded pre-processed group detected in WL, and that filament C
is a much poorer structure that might rather correspond to field
galaxies. Finally, the difference between the F814W and F606W
filters (especially in the case with all galaxies) tends to show that
the galaxies in filaments close to clusters are preferentially pas-
sive than star forming.
4.3. Selecting blue galaxies at the cluster redshift
Without spectroscopic or photometric redshift information for
all the galaxies, selecting objects inside a cosmological filament
is a difficult task. In our case, having two magnitude bands al-
lows for example to select red galaxies if we assume that galaxy
populations in filaments are already preprocessed and show a red
sequence. This assumption is probably true within the cluster-
infalling groups embedded in the filaments, but more question-
able for early-type galaxies that are not group members, a popu-
lation which is probably not dominant in the filaments.
If we now consider late type galaxies, trying to select them
in a filament by using the cluster blue cloud characteristics is
probably impossible and unjustified. In an attempt to apply an-
other way to select such blue type galaxies in the filament de-
tected in the MACS J0717 field of view, we chose to estimate the
spatial distribution of these galaxies. Our present assumption is
that their spatial distribution is not too different from that of red
galaxies. Filaments of galaxies are structures of low mass and
concentration, without a very dense intra-cluster medium (X-ray
emission of filaments is weak), and their potential well should
therefore not affect very differently their red and blue galaxies as
a function of their mass. This hypothesis is also supported by the
studies of the two point correlation function of field galaxies. At
similar redshifts, de la Torre et al. (2011) (see their Figure 12)
show that blue and red galaxies have very similar two point cor-
relation signals for correlation lengths lower than 0.2 Mpc and
larger than 0.8 Mpc (to be compared with the typical size of the
filaments studied here: ∼2×4 Mpc).
We therefore chose to use the Minimal Spanning Tree tech-
nique (MST hereafter). This tool allows to characterize spatial
distributions of points by tracing the tree of minimal length link-
ing all the considered points (Adami & Mazure 1999). For a
given set of points, the tree of minimal length is not unique,
but the histogram of the lengths of its branches is unique. This
histogram therefore fully characterizes a given distribution of
points.
In our case, we considered galaxy distributions on the sky
(a 2D approach) because we have no redshift information. As
shown in Adami & Mazure (1999), the optimal set of statistic
descriptors of the histograms of branch lengths is the mean, µ,
the rms, σ, and the skewness, S, of the branch lengths.
The general goal of our attempt is to find the non-red se-
quence galaxy populations having a 2D spatial distribution as
close as possible to that of the RS galaxy population inside the
area of the filament candidates.
1. We select all galaxies present on the line of sight of filaments
B and C (see Fig. 2).
2. We select galaxies in the RS for these two areas, and compute
µ, σ, and S for the branch lengths of their MSTs. These RS
galaxies are therefore supposed to be filament members.
3. We select in the same areas all galaxies outside of the red
sequence (ORS hereafter). These samples include blue fil-
ament member galaxies plus foreground and background
galaxies. If our assumption is true, the MST built on the blue
filament member galaxies should have the same µ, σ, and S
as the MST of RS galaxies.
4. The goal is then to find within each filament candidate
the ORS galaxy sub-population being the closest to the RS
galaxy population. This is technically done by computing a
quadratic distance between the two populations in parameter
space (Adami & Mazure 1999):
D =
√
(µRS − µORS)2 + (σRS − σORS)2 + (SRS − SORS)2
5. We start with the total ORS galaxy sample and we search for
a single galaxy to remove from the sample in order to have
the largest diminution of D. This galaxy is supposed to be a
foreground or background object, and is removed from the
running ORS galaxy sample.
6. The previous step is repeated iteratively. This allows us to
draw Fig. 10, where we show the value of D as a func-
tion of the number of removed galaxies. As expected, the
curves show a minimum value of D, corresponding to the
ORS galaxy population which is the most similar to the RS
galaxy population in terms of spatial distribution.
7. However, there are some uncertainties in our calculations,
due to the intrinsic statistical errors in the estimations of µ,
σ, and S. This results in a typical error bar shown as the
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for all galaxies (i.e. not only RS galaxies) in the F814W (left) and F606 (right) apparent magnitudes.
horizontal line in Fig. 10 (see Adami & Mazure (1999) for
the estimate).
8. We can then finally use Fig. 10 to define three sub-samples
within the ORS galaxy populations.
– The maximal sample (MAX hereafter): largest possible
ORS galaxy sample with a D value lower than the typical
uncertainty.
– The minimal sample (MIN hereafter): smallest possible
ORS galaxy sample with a D value lower than the typical
uncertainty.
– The optimal sample (OPT hereafter): ORS galaxy sample
with the lowest possible D value.
4.4. GLFs of blue galaxies
Figure 10 clearly shows that for filament C, the ORS galaxy
sample is very similar in terms of spatial distribution to the RS
galaxy sample, whatever the selection within the ORS sample (D
is nearly always lower than the typical uncertainty). This could
mean that defining a red sequence in filament C is meaningless.
Filament B shows a clearer tendency of the ORS sample to
be similar to the RS sample only between 150 and 600 galaxies.
As compared to the initial ∼930 galaxies along the line of sight
within the ORS sample, this means that we need to remove at
least ∼35% of the galaxies along the line of sight to have similar
spatial distributions between ORS and RS samples.
We analyzed in the same way the filament of galaxies de-
tected between the A222 and A223 galaxy clusters (Durret et al.
2010). Despite being only poorly sampled with spectroscopy
(only five galaxy spectroscopic redshifts in the ORS sample: four
within the filament and one outside), we find that the galaxies
outside of the filament are the first to be removed in the process
(well before D reaches its minimal value) while the galaxies in-
side the filament start to be removed just before D reaches its
minimal value.
We therefore decided to assume the ORS MAX sample as the
galaxy sample representing in the best possible way the filament
blue galaxies. With this sample, we compute the resulting galaxy
luminosity function, following the method described in Sect. 4.1
(see Fig. 11). Since we do not consider RS galaxies, it is not pos-
sible to compute an accurate k-correction in this case. In addition
this approach requires to treat background galaxies differently.
We apply a color cut to select field galaxies that lie outside of
the cluster RS, and we also re-weight field galaxy counts by the
ratio of the number of galaxies in the ORS catalog to the number
of galaxies in the ORS MAX catalog to account for the dilution
in the blue galaxy selection process.
We derived the GLFs of these blue galaxies in the F606W
and F814W bands for filaments B and C. The results are quite
noisy, but one interesting feature is an excess of bright blue
galaxies in filament B, with about twice as many blue galax-
ies brighter than M* than in the field. This suggests that a large
group or small cluster, rich in bright blue galaxies, resides in re-
gion B and is merging with the main cluster, MACS J0717. This
group would be demarcated by the cyan contour in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 10. Distance D between RS and ORS galaxy samples versus num-
ber of galaxies in the ORS galaxy sample. The horizontal line is the typ-
ical uncertainty in the D measurement from Adami & Mazure (1999).
Top: filament B, bottom: filament C, with the inner plot showing a zoom
on the region of interest.
5. Galaxy alignments
To gain more insight on the filament embedding
MACS J0717.5+3745, this section aims at assessing whether
galaxies located in this structure show any preferential ori-
entation of their major axis, or instead, if such orientations
are random. As introduced in Section 1, this is motivated by
previous findings of preferential directions for the orientations
of filament galaxies - especially for some galaxy types or
classes - relatively to the orientation of the filament ridge, be
it in observations at low−z (e.g. Tempel & Libeskind 2013;
Tempel et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2019, and
references therein), or in N-body and hydrodynamic simulations
(e.g. Chen et al. 2015; Codis et al. 2015; Ganeshaiah Veena
et al. 2018, and references therein). In both types of work,
the underlying physical motivation for such alignments lies in
tidal torque theory and mergers, as amply discussed in all these
references. The assessment of this behavior is expected to put
some constraints on galaxy and structure formation theories, and
alignments have also been used to develop alternative methods
of detecting filaments in the cosmic web around clusters (Rong
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Fig. 11. F814W apparent magnitude luminosity functions of samples of
blue galaxies in filaments B (top figure) and C (bottom figure). Black
disks represent the field, and green disks the filament blue samples after
field subtraction.
et al. 2016). However, up to now, disparate results have been
found, and the picture is far from clear. For instance, in contrast
with previous results for the local Universe based on SDSS
data, the recent work by Krolewski et al. (2019) uses MaNGA
kinematic maps and finds no evidence for alignment between
galaxy spins and filament directions. Our study on the filaments
connected with MACS J0717.5+3745 intends to add up to the
observational determinations of galaxy orientations in filaments,
this time in a structure at z ∼ 0.5.
Since filament B seems to be dominated by a group of galax-
ies (possibly located at the infall region of the cluster), as already
discussed in the previous sections, we will restrict our analysis
to galaxy orientations in filament C. We thus selected the frames
from the HST mosaic covering this region only (the green ellipse
in Fig. 2). We note that filament C is almost totally covered by
these observations that leave out only a small percentage (7.9%)
of its southern edge.
Because astrometry is accurate and homogeneous in this
region, we can now adopt a slightly different approach from
Sect. 4: as before, detections were made individually on each
image of the HST mosaic, but we now run SExtractor in dou-
ble mode so as to directly obtain colors for the galaxies. We first
ran this software on the deeper, less noisy, F814W images to
detect sources, and compute their magnitude and peak surface
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brightness. Detection, background, deblending and aperture pa-
rameters were optimized especially for all objects that clearly
stand out from the background, without a concern for achieving
a thorough detection of faint galaxies that could be confused with
noise or lost in brighter background areas. In particular, we eye-
balled the apertures for photometry in the images to make sure
that their extent was sufficient to fully cover galaxies down to
the sky level and that their orientation looked correct. The hand-
made masks covering all problematic areas (such as saturated
stars and their bright spikes, as well as image edges) were used
to discard spurious and contaminated detections at this stage and
in all the subsequent analysis.
For each image, we next selected stars in a magnitude
versus maximum surface brightness plane (MU_MAX versus
MAG_AUTO), and used the catalog of these objects as input
for a second run of SExtractor to obtain the necessary files
for PSFEx (Bertin 2011), previously verifying that these stars
were well spread all over the image. The PSF model computed
with PSFEx for each image was saved, and fed into SExtractor
in a third run for all images, now carried out in the ASSOC
mode, choosing a de Vaucouleurs plus a disk model to fit all
sources. This allowed us to compute PSF corrected magnitudes
(MAG_AUTO, which include the correction for Galactic extinc-
tion according to Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011)), position an-
gles and ellipticities for all objects in all images in the F814W
filter. Finally, to compute galaxy colors, we did a final run of
SExtractor in double mode, and using F814W as the detection
images while magnitudes were now measured in the correspond-
ing F606W images (adapting all necessary parameters such as
magnitude zero point, extinction correction and gain).
Catalogs obtained for all frames in the two filters were con-
catenated, and double entries were excluded, based on the crite-
ria described in the previous section, for objects located where
adjacent frames overlap. Finally, stars were purged from the cat-
alog (based on their position in the MAG_AUTO – MU_MAX
plane), which was further limited to include only objects brighter
than 25 mag in F814W. This last point minimizes the number of
objects with large errors in the determination of the position an-
gle.
At this stage, we selected galaxies with positions (RA, DEC)
within the green ellipse of Fig. 2 (i.e. the 3σ density contours
that delineate filament C as defined in Durret et al. 2016).
The next step would be to identify all galaxies within this
filament along the line-of-sight. As before, and in the absence
of abundant spectroscopic coverage or photometric redshifts for
this area, we will use the cluster red sequence to select galax-
ies in the filament, assuming through this colour indication that
they lie at the same distance as cluster galaxies. This produces
a sample of 390 galaxies. Among these, there will still be a per-
centage of field galaxies (up to ∼ 59%, as estimated from the
field counts - Sect. 4), but since we don’t expect these objects
to have a particular orientation, their presence will not affect the
results.
Figure 12 shows the absolute value of the angle between the
direction of filament C (which is oriented North-South) and the
position angle of the major axis for all 390 galaxies included
in the previously defined sample. There seems to be an excess
of red sequence galaxies with their major axis oriented perpen-
dicularly to the direction of the filament, although this is a low
significance trend (a departure of less than 3σ from the mean
behavior). The Anderson-Darling test issues a significance level
of 4% when comparing the two distributions of Fig. 12. Accord-
ing to the classical interpretation of the p-value in such statistical
tests, a significance level of 4% is usually considered to be suf-
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Fig. 12. Distribution of the angles (in absolute value) subtended by the
orientation of filament C and the orientation of the position angles of
the 390 red sequence galaxies located in the same filament (within the
3σ density contours - see text). Error bars assume Poissonian statistics
and the dotted line represents the average number of galaxies per bin.
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 12 but splitting the sample according to apparent
magnitude in the F814W band: there are 97 bright galaxies and 293
faint galaxies.
ficiently low to conclude that the null hypothesis (i.e. the two
distributions are alike) is clearly disfavored. However, this value
lies at the borderline (usually taken to be 5%) between accepting
or rejecting the null hypothesis; if we took into account the error
bars, then the expected significance level would likely increase,
rendering the test result inconclusive.
To understand, however, whether the trend seen in Figure 12
is caused by a specific class of RS galaxies, we split the sam-
ple by type and brightness. As a proxy for the morphological
type, we consider the bulge-to-total flux ratio in the F814W
band, setting the frontier at 0.35 for this quantity as in Simard
et al. (2009). As for brightness, we set the separation at 22 mag
in F814W, so as to keep a reasonable number of objects in the
bright set (different alternative limits were tested without rele-
vant changes in the outcome). For this new brightness cut, the
percentage of field galaxies possibly contaminating the sample
lowers to about 46%. Figures 13 and 14 show the results after
separating the sample according to each of these two criteria.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 12 but splitting the sample by galaxy type: 236
early-types against 154 late-types.
Figure 13 shows it is faint galaxies (which are also dominant
in number) that are preferentially oriented perpendicularly to the
filament, and these are likely of early-types (Figure 14). We find
no clear indication for a preferential alignment for either bright
or late-types, that are much less numerous. However, we note
that a sturdy analysis based on morphologies is hampered both
by our crude classification and by the known difficulty of de-
termining position angles for pure ellipticals (that will make up
a certain percentage of our early-types) using photometric data
only.
It is difficult to compare our result with other observational
determinations, and also with the published results based on sim-
ulations, due to our selection: restricting our analysis to red se-
quence galaxies limits our capacity to infer definite conclusions.
Still, our study of region C provides a low-significance indica-
tion of an excess of faint galaxies having their major axis aligned
along a direction perpendicular to the filament.
As a robustness test of this result, we repeated the same
analysis by restricting our sample to within the 4σ density con-
tour region defined by Durret et al. (2016), without any rele-
vant change in the results. We further consider that any errors
in the determination of the position angle, likely affecting more
severely fainter galaxies, should not be responsible for the ap-
pearance of a specific trend. Finally, if we abandon our selection
criteria, and use all available spectroscopic data (as in NED) for
filament C instead, we are left with 61 galaxies having a red-
shift compatible with the cluster redshift range, i.e. [0.530,0.560]
(Durret et al. 2016) – this is too small a sample for our objectives,
further plagued with incompleteness in terms of limiting magni-
tude for the spectroscopic coverage. Results are thus noisier and
quite inconclusive.
In summary: our results for region C point to there being no
preferential orientation of bright RS galaxies, whereas a pref-
erential orientation of faint RS galaxies might exist, in which
the major axes of galaxies lie mainly perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the filament. Such a result is of low significance though
(below 3σ from random alignment) but, if we consider it, this
seems to be in contrast with what authors have been finding at
lower redshifts based on SDSS data, where small but significant
alignment in the direction parallel to the orientation of nearby
filaments where found (Tempel & Libeskind 2013; Tempel et al.
2013; Zhang et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2019, and other works of
these teams).
Three reasons could be proposed to explain this discrepancy:
(i) there is no filament in region C (as hinted by the results of
Sect. 4); (ii) the filament does exist (as inferred by Durret et al.
2016, even if it is not a very dense structure given its low signifi-
cance detection in weak lensing and absence of X-ray emission),
but we are unable to correctly identify its member galaxies; (iii)
the filament does exist, and we are correctly sampling its pop-
ulation (even if only a subset of it), and the fact that we do not
obtain the trends in orientation that are found in low-z systems
needs to be understood. This could be a real result, explained
by galaxy evolution within the filaments or simply by the in-
trinsic variety of filament properties, or something induced by
errors - either in our assessment of the position angles or in the
estimates provided by other authors, possibly worsened by the
lower quality SDSS images. Interestingly enough, in a search for
possible radial alignments in massive clusters located at z>0.5,
and observed with HST (MACS J0717.5+3745 included), Hung
& Ebeling (2012) found no such alignments, in stark contrast to
what is reported for nearby clusters at z∼0.1 using SDSS data.
These authors discuss possible explanations for the discrepancy,
invoking either evolutionary effects or the “presence of system-
atic biases in the analysis of SDSS imaging data that cause at
least partly spurious alignment signals.” It is thus plausible that
similar causes could explain the lack of agreement between our
HST-based results for a z∼0.5 filament and trends obtained for
lower redshift filaments in SDSS data. Finally,
Future determinations of galaxy orientations in this filament,
carried out with the aid of spectroscopic data, to select only
galaxies at the cluster redshift, and in other filaments around
z=0.5 will be of great help in disentangling this issue.
6. Conclusions
We analyzed the properties of MACS J0717’s cosmic filament
by computing the GLF in different regions (B and C). While
the RS GLF of region C is that of a poor structure close to that
of field galaxies, the RS GLF of region B is much richer and
typical of a galaxy group. This is consistent with the presence
of WL contours in area B corresponding to a denser area. Re-
cent work has also detected this structure and estimated its mass
within 150 kpc (M150 = (2.28 ± 0.24) × 1013M, Jauzac et al.
2018). When looking at the GLFs of blue galaxies, an excess
of bright blue galaxies in region B leads to the same conclu-
sion of a rich galaxy group moving along the cosmic filament to
merge with MACS J0717. Merging phenomena in the filament
could therefore take place preferentially for massive blue galax-
ies, with some gas remaining, allowing them to stay blue.
We also studied the orientation of RS galaxies in filament C,
finding no preferential orientation of bright RS galaxies. A pref-
erential orientation perpendicular to the direction of the filament
for faint galaxies might exist but is below the 3σ level of sig-
nificance from a random distribution, making it difficult to draw
conclusions.
We used our new software DAWIS to detect and estimate the
ICL of the core of MACS J0717 in the HFF, finding ICL frac-
tions coherent with the literature. The fact that we detect almost
no ICL in the UV rest frame of MACS J0717 indicates that there
must be little star formation in the ICL. This is also confirmed
by the fact that the ICL in the F105W band (that contains the Hα
line) is also rather weak. This result agrees with results based
on integral field spectroscopy with VLT/MUSE by Adami et al.
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(2016) for a cluster (XLSSC 116) at a similar redshift (see their
Table 2).
We tried to detect large diffuse sources in the filament that
could be associated with IFL, without success. We found a sin-
gle system of strongly disturbed galaxies with obvious tidal
streams lying inside the WL contours of the galaxy group falling
into MACS J0717. This supports the ICL formation scenario in
which such galaxy groups are forming IGL through tidal strip-
ping and mergers, and then fall into bigger structures, mixing
their IGL into the bigger structure’s ICL.
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